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Tom’s Weekly Newsletter May 05, 2021 

 

Wishing you all a happy and safe Cinco de Mayo! 

 

The markets and their participants seemed to be in good spirits today as the 

Dow reached an intraday all-time high up around 200+ points. 

It closed lower than that peak, but the end result was yet another all-time high 

price on its close. 

The NASDAQ did not fare as well. 

The tech heavy index is in a precarious position technically.  It is up a bit over 

5% for the year, but in the last month it is breaking down / below the 30-day 

Simple Moving Average (SMA) on a closing basis. 

Tom Gentile 

C1P Chief 1-Percenter 
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Four Corners of the Market 
 
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust 
 

 
 
When it comes to forecasting or assessing a future price pattern can cause one 
to overthink the situation. 
 
One could look at the price of 410 being a neck line for a possible future head 
and shoulders pattern, where the left should happened around April 19; the 
peak in price 5-trading days may become the head and then we wait if a right 
shoulder is going to form. 
 
Lots of if’s so let’s look at what ‘is’… 
 
What is happening is SPY has now closed below the 10-day Simple Moving 
Average (SMA) two trading days in a row. 
 
If SPY can’t hang on here and find upside momentum I would not be surprised 
to see a slide in price to the 30-day SMA. 
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF 
 

 
 
I placed the 10-30 SMA’s on the chart and what that shows is a golden cross 
happened earlier this month. 
 
A golden cross is where the shorter term SMA crosses above the longer term 
one. 
 
This is deemed a bullish signal, but as you can see TLT has not caught fire and 
traded that much higher since the cross. 
 
Note, though, it hasn’t sold off either. 
 
TLT is trading in a sideways pattern for now, but if equities start selling off 
that could result in a flight to quality with investors money going in to bonds 
and TLT moves higher (with the difference between the two SMA’s expanding 
wider apart). 
 
We’ll see if TLT can take out resistance on a closing basis. 
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UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund 
 

 
 
UUP didn’t need t touch 24.20 as support for it to bounce higher. 
 
The moving averages are typically lagging indicators and we need to see 
prices higher to see those look bullish. 
 
UUP is above its 10-day SMA and that is mildly bullish and the chart on UUP 
from a bullish perspective will look better if it can close above the 30-day 
SMA. 
 
I teach that with Darknet we can see up to three signals for a possible 
turnaround in price: the B, R and A signals. 
 
Right now, we see the first two Darknet signals. 
 
I would only expect an A signal if UUP trades below the pivot low at 24.40 and 
moves lower.  That doesn’t seem as likely with the current price action. 
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USO - United States Oil Fund, LP 
 

 
 
USO is showing strength in that it is up at recent, yearly highs. 
 
The reversal day today wasn’t that exciting. 
 
I’ve drawn in a green horizontal line to indicate old resistance possibly 
playing out as new support. 
 
This price level needs to hold before I get fully confident we’ll see more 
upward price action. 
 
An encouraging signal for a reason to be bullish is the golden cross mid-April, 
but again the current price action needs to hold this yearly high level. 
 
One can draw in an ascending support line to the price breakout above 45 to 
highlight an ascending triangle pattern. 
 
I want to wait a day or two and see if USO stays in the price area or higher 
before I do that triangle analysis. 
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GLD - SPDR Gold Shares 
 

 
 
GLD hit the 38.2% fib retracement, (bullish) 
 
Higher lows off the double bottom area of 158 (bullish) 
 
10/30 golden cross early April (bullish) 
 
Slight break out of flag pattern three trading days ago (bullish) 
 
Holding 10-day SMA as possible new support (could be bullish) 
 
Filled gap breakout and had a bullish day today (could be bullish) 
 
Concern?  Testing 168 as resistance 
 
Should GLD break out above the price resistance level and close there more 
than just one day, that could be an additional bullish case for expected higher 
prices. 
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From the Desk of a CMT, Market Poll – Sell In May? 
 
Before the WBA case study update (spoiler alert, no exit rule trigger yet but 
there’s reason to close it out), I want to preview the title question which will 
be explored further next week. 
 
There are a lot of good resources on stock market seasonality, and no doubt 
some will be popping up in the weeks ahead. They’re worth reading. 
 
Seasonality does warrant a check-in for you regarding how your plan 
monitors, identifies, and responds to a change in market conditions. Do you 
reduce size in new positions, hedge, or/and change your allocations? What’s 
your plan? 
 
Trading plans are so necessarily personal that I can’t say what your plan 
should be, but it seems a good time to refresh yourself on what your plan is.  
 
WBA Update 
 
Some quick visuals and summaries show the status of the WBA case study and 
I’m still working on an ADX technical exit that can be used going forward.  
 
• Option details with price and risk graphs 
• Stock Chart with ADX 
• Exit rules for the case study 
• Implied Volatility (IV) chart for WBA 
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Figure 1: WBA Jul 55 Call Case Study as of 5/4/2021 
 
Below the original rules I also included a paragraph from the article that 
posted on 4/14/2021 when both +DI and the ADX were declining. No trigger 
here yet, but a question posed: “Do the conditions we sought to establish the 
position still exist?”, is no longer yes. 
 
Original Case Study Exits: 
 
• Exit the next day for an expected profit if WBA price reaches $60 
(includes intraday price action) 
• Exit the next day for an expected loss if WBA closes below $50 
• Exit no later than 30 days to expiration, or Wednesday, Jun 16, 2021 
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Additional Consideration:  
 
With more than 90-days to expiration, consider using the 50-day SMA to alert 
you to changing trend conditions. 
 
Rather than a single break of support at the 50-day SMA, we can use a filter 
that allows a little more certainty about problems with the trend. I’m going to 
add two consecutive closes for WBA below the 50-day SMA as a technical exit 
signal. 
 
The WBA price chart indicates earnings are estimated in 65 days. The chart 
includes a 20-day simple moving average (SMA) and 50-day SMA. 
 
Even if you’re viewing a black and white image you can tell the shorter-term 
SMA by the way it tracks price more closely. The 20-day SMA is noisier than 
the 50-day and in Figure 2 is above the smoother 50-day SMA. 
 
The ADX appears below 

 
Figure 2: Daily Price Chart for WBA with 20-day and 50-day SMAs (5/4/2021) 
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Figure 3: Daily ADX for WBA with Approximate Entry Denoted by Vertical 
Line (5/4/2021) 
 
It’s rare for me to split up a chart like this but the ADX merits a standalone 
view – it’s just different enough to look at what’s going on for the indicator.  
 
We now have to respond, “No” to the question “Do the conditions we sought to 
establish the position still exist?” with ADX declining and below 20 as of April 
23rd. 
 
ADX is no longer indicating trending conditions (up or down). Even now 
there’s more things I want to test for exit rules. Do still spend time making 
observations about ADX, +DI, and -DI. 
 
In my view, an exit is warranted despite the fact no exit rule was triggered. It’s 
important for me to add that even if WBA were to reach our upside target in 
the next few days, I wouldn’t regret the exit call. If the conditions for entry no 
longer exist, it simply doesn’t make sense to hold on. 
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Along the way, time clearly had a negative impact on the position which was 
long premium. Although we were previously looking at a 90 day IV, we’re now 
closer to a 30-60 day IV timeframe. In addition to a bullish trend for WBA, we 
noted IV levels were relatively low with 90 day IV below the 20-day and 50-
day SMA. While this a nice objective way to select a position that is long 
premium, IV can remain relatively low. In this case, it actually continued 
lower. The price decline for WBA on 5/4 was accompanied but a rise in IV 
which slightly reduced losses. 
 

 
Figure 4: 30-60 day IV for WBA Over a One Year period (5/4/2021) 
 
I hope the trade plan reminders, tracking conditions when a position is open, 
and persistent discussions about exit rules help you improve your results. I 
never queued up topics as much in the past but truly believe having you think 
through your approach as a starting point can be beneficial. Trading gets so 
much more difficult when you’re actually in it and honing your plan and exits 
are a critical part of long-term success. 
 
Regards, Clare White, CMT 
 
Thank you, Clare! 
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Tom Gentile 
C1P (Chief 1-percenter) 
 
Disclaimers 
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. 
 
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and 
options market.  Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. 
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option. 
 
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike an actual 
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. 
 
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or 
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with 
hindsight. 
 
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar 
to those shown. 
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including 
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or 
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service 
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free.  Under no circumstances 
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other 
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site. 
 
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence 
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and 
TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment 
decisions.  You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any 
investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon reliance on news, 
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe 
to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy, 
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational 
and informational purposes only.  Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a 
broker/dealer.  Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain 
requirements.  All securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed 
investors.  All prices in USD unless noted otherwise. 
 
A full disclaimer can be found here:  http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html. 


